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The concept of a nonstationary Universe whose founda-
tion was laid by Friedmann is of a vast scientific and philo-
sophical significance.

Among the problems, whose very formulation was im-
possible in the pre-Friedmann time there is the problem of
baryon asymmetry of the Universe. How can one explain
why there are only baryons in the observable part of the
Universe, and not antibaryons? What determines quantita-
tively the magnitude of the baryonic asymmetry (the latter is
conventionally characterized by the ratio

(BAU) = — ~ КГ9;

where пв is the mean density of baryons in the Universe, nY

is the relic photon density, in the order of magnitude equal to
the density of entropy). The value of BAU is known but
approximately because of: (1) the inaccuracy in the knowl-
edge of the Hubble constant; (2) the value of fi = p/pci < 1 is
uncertain, we assume that fix 1, although this needs to be
checked; (3) the nature of the hidden mass remains un-
known (most likely, it is mainly of nonbaryonic nature, and
hence is not essential here).

Certainly there should also exist some lepton asymme-
try, although no experimental data about it are available,
since most of the leptons and antileptons exist in the form of
the up to now unobservable relic neutrinos and antineu-
trinos. Within a wide class of theories the relation ив = ль

holds true; however, some scenarios exist wherein nL and ив

have different signs and magnitudes.
Numerous attempts are known to solve the problem of

BAU without abandoning the conservation law of the bar-
yonic number (items 1,2).

1. It is assumed (Alfven [ 1 ] and other authors) that at
an early stage there existed a plasma that was primarily bar-
yonic-neutral (hot Universe with a temperature T^>MB)
but later underwent the spatial separation of the baryonic
charges

FIG. l.

However, nobody succeeded in inventing a sufficiently effec-
tive separation mechanism. A shadow of hope is provided by
a hypothesis concerning the role which may be played by the
primordial black holes (Hawking [2], Zel'dovichefa/. [3])

FIG. 2.

If, due to some reasons, the capture of antibaryons is more
intensive, the excess baryonic charge arises outside the black
holes.

2. Another hypothesis admits that the primordial mat-
ter was cold and contained positive baryonic charge (bar-
yons or, more likely quarks). The primary entropy was ei-
ther S = 0, or S~B (S is the entropy, В the number of
baryons in some region of the Universe). It grows in the
irreversible processes in the course of expansion of the Uni-
verse, and the entropy increases to a value ~ 109.
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FIG. 3.

Hypotheses of this sort are completely ruled out within the
scenarios of an inflationary Universe.
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FIG. 4.

3. The third approach to the BAU problem abandons
the baryonic charge conservation (S. Weinberg, 1964 [4]; A.
D. Sakharov, 1967 [5]; V. A. Kuz'min, 1970 [6]).

Three basic conditions for cosmological formation of
baryonic asymmetry

I. Absence of baryonic charge conservation.
II. Difference between particles and antiparticles, man-

ifesting itself in the violation of CP-invariance.
III. Nonstationarity. Formation of BA is only possible

under nonstationary conditions in the absence of local ther-
modynamic equilibrium.

Let us discuss these conditions.
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I. In the sixties the proton lifetime was estimated to be
rprot > 1029 years. Now rprot > 1031 — 1032 years. In the six-
ties the conviction that the baryon charge conservation is an
absolutely exact law was dominating.

Nevertheless, it was also admitted in the literature (Lee
and Yang [7]), that this conclusion is not strictly obliga-
tory, since no gauge field exists corresponding to baryon
charge.

/VJ

FIG. 5.

In the modern theories of "Great Unification" the non-
conservation of baryonic and leptonic charges is the natural
consequence of the quarks and leptons unification in one
multiplet. The first theory of this sort was proposed in 1973
by Pati and Salam (integrally charged quarks). In 1974
Georgi and Glashow proposed their minimum SU(5) GUT
that retains its importance up to now; there are leptoquark
bosons X and Y with the charges ± 4/3, ± 1/3. Their two
decay modes are

U.>3>

*1/3>

or, reading (1) from right to left,

(1)
(2)

В =-1/3,
L= -1

(3)

(Д5 = Д£ = — 1). The proton decay is governed by dia-
grams like this
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FIG. 6.

The search for this decay is as yet in vain, and the most
convincing proof of baryon number nonconservation re-
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mains up to now the baryon asymmetry of the Universe.
Another mechanism (other than GUT) of the B-num-

ber nonconservation was suggested by G.t'Hooft, 1976 [9]
(the case 7=0) and by Dimopoulos, Susskind, 1978 [ 10],
Linde, 1981 [11], Klinkhamer, Manton, 1984 [12],
Kuz'min, Rubakov, Shaposhnikov, 1985 [13] (the case
7VO, r~102-104GeV).

At Т = 0 this is the quantum tunneling between differ-
ent vacuum states of gauge fields. Its probability is

~ e~41i/a (a = g*/4h = (137 sin2^)'1) ,

This effect is nonperturbative. Every term of the power se-
ries expansion of the function e ~ l/x* is zero.

At T~ 102 - 104 GeV the baryon and lepton number
non-conservation is strong!

II. CP-invariance violation was discovered in 1964
( K° -» я" + +ir_).l remember to have read in 1965 S. Oku-
bo's paper2' where he stated that, in principle, CP nonin var-
iance may lead to inequality of partial widths for particles
and antiparticles in multichannel processes; but the total
widths are the same. An example (experimental) of it may
be the three-particle decay of K°

Ko

Г(К° - e+ + л_ + v) * Г(К° - e_ + л+ + v).

Later on, in the copy of my 1967 article presented to E. L.
Feinberg I wrote the following inscription (in Russian):

Iz effekta S. Okubo
Pri boFshoi temperature
Dlya Vselennot sshita shuba
Po её kosoi figure

Literal translation:
Out of S. Okubo's effect
At high temperature
A furcoat is sewed for the Universe
Shaped for its crooked figure.
Theoretically, the CP-violation is always due to appear-

ance of complex phases that characterize the relative ampli-
tude of some states or interactions. E.g. the CP-violation in
the decay of K° is associated with the fact that this state is a
superposition of K0 and K<, with the phase difference
(rr — <p), where <p is small.

FIG. 7.

Three possibilities:
(A). The phase difference is built into the basic original

equations of the theory.
(B). The phase differences result from a spontaneous

symmetry breaking. They have a definite magnitude and
random signs.

(С). The phase differences are random both in sign and
magnitude.

Let us consider the possibility (B) and illustrate it by
the following simplified toy-model with three scalar com-
plex fields <pi,<p2, фз with the potential:

/, /'
• Л-V/I2-
12,23,31

(4)

FIG. 8.

For 7 = 0 the phases of the complex fields <p{ are arbitrary.
With Y> 0 U depends on the phase differences. The T-sym-
metric configuration of Fig. 9a leads to an unstable equilibri-
um; the broken-T-symmetry state of Fig. 9b leads to a stable
equilibrium with the phase angles differing by 120°. The
points q>l ,<р2,фъ can be ordered either clockwise or counter-
clockwise, modelling different sign of the Т - (and CP) vio-
lations.

(unstable)

a

FIG. 9.

In case (В) domains can appear in the Universe that are
characterized by different signs of CP-violation and hence
by different signs of the baryonic and leptonic asymmetry
(Fig. 10).

FIG. 10.

Within an inflationary model the domains will be colossal if
the sign had been "chosen" before the inflation was over. In
case the Universe is closed it can consist of only a single
domain!

III. The necessity of nonstationarity. The equality of
masses of particles and antiparticles implies that in thermo-
dynamical equilibrium (where the entropy is a maximum)
the number of particles and antiparticles has to be the same.
A small difference in the numbers of particles and antiparti-
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cles results in a negative quadratic addition to the entropy.
For massless free particles one has

AS= -
2VT2

(5)

where / is the number of fermions of any type inside the
volume V; b is that of bosons; the summation is carried out
over the types of particles; Т is the temperature;
FT 3=; const;

q are quarks, and / leptons. If, initially, q = q, I = 7, b = b,
the baryon and lepton asymmetry can arise only under non-
stationary conditions when the substance is not in the state
of thermal equilibrium (since the entropy cannot decrease).
Expansion of the Universe leads to a nonstationarity which
is greater when the Hubble constant H = a/a is greater. If
the expansion is isotropic, the violation of the thermal equi-
librium is due to the particle masses and to the density and
temperature dependence of effective coupling constants.

During the years that passed after the first papers on
BAU several different mechanisms were proposed for gener-
ating the baryon assymmetry (within the above three condi-
tions). In the seventies most of the papers were devoted to
the possibilities related to GUT (A. Y. Ignatiev, N. V. Kras-
nikov, V. A. Kuzmin, A. N. Tavkhelidze 1977 [ 14], M. Yo-
shimura 1978 [15], S. Weinberg 1979 [ 16], and many oth-
ers). These works were based on the decay of leptoquark
vector and Higgs bosons. It is necessary that the decay prob-
ability 1/r obey the inequality:

Multichannel decay modes like ( 1 ), (2) are considered and
the difference in the particle and antiparticle widths due to
CP-violation is calculated. It is true that the values of BAU
close to observed ones are thus obtained. Still the GUT-
based mechanism looks doubtful for two reasons:

1 ) First it does not blend well with the inflation scenar-
io. The needed temperatures are 1015 GeV or even greater,
whereas the reasonable inflation theories are not able to pro-
vide such a reheating temperature!

2) The second obstacle is in the low temperature viola-
tion of В and L conservation. This mechanism makes the
substance approach equilibrium at Т = 102 — 104 GeV.

The low-temperature process proceeds with the bar-
ionic and leptonic numbers decreased by the same quantity

AB = AL,

В — L = const.
(6)

If the asymmetry that has arisen at high (GUT) tempera-
ture is the same for В and L, it diminishes by many orders
(~ 10* or more) and practically disappears. This is just the
case in the SU5 models (Eq. (3)) and some other models.

Generally, there is no basis for thinking that the law (6)
is absolutely exact. With an accuracy of 10 ~12 (greater than
for baryon number) there are no long-range gauge fields cor-
responding to В — L. For a laboratory sample В — L is sim-

ply the number of neutrons. In theories more sophisticated
than the SU5 of Georgi and Glashow the processes in which
the boson doublets with the charges ( — 2/3, + 1/3) are
involved conserve В + L and not В — L.

_i/3 _1/3 • ЭС-2/3 ~* - "r a+l/3

I = - 1, L •• 1.

In some GUTs (SO(10), F(6)) such particles exist, and
В — L / const, the neutron-antineutron oscillations are also
possible in such theories (see Fig. 11)
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FIG. 11.

If the baryon-lepton asymmetry with В =£L arises at a tem-
perature above the range T= 102— 104 GeV (resulting
from the decay of GUT bosons like X2/3 or following another
mechanism, e.g. via the squark and slepton decay, or via the
cosmic strings decay), then a state will be established (with
high precision) in the low temperature region which corre-
sponds to the entropy maximum at given constant value of
В — L = const (and under the condition of electric neutra-
lity),

Motion along
the line

FIG. 12.

Then AS- - {22(<? - 9>2 + 22(1-Ъ1 + 2(6 - b)2}. In
the maximum entropy state В and L have different signs:
Б = 12/37C, L = - 25/37C for example.

Shaposhnikov, Kuz'min and Rubakov consider also a
possible role that may be played by the appearance of the
baryon and lepton asymmetry in low temperature processes.
It is not clear yet whether the asymmetry value about
10 ~ 9nr can be attained in this way.

One of the currently most popular approaches is asso-
ciated with the application of ideas inherent in supersymme-
tric versions of GUT (Affleck and Dine, [ 17 ], Linde [ 18 ]).
Scalar fields with В ^0 and L ^0 are considered. For some
linear combination of scalar fields the energy does not de-
pend on the amplitude (or depends only in a nonperturba-
tive way). Affleck and Dine suggest that it is these combina-
tions that undergo especially large fluctuations in their
phases and amplitudes (analogous property is exploited
within the chaotic inflation hypothesis). The decay of these
fields after the inflation or at the supersymmetry breaking
temperature (assumed to be about 103 - 104GeV) results in
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the baryon and lepton asymmetry. Apparently the resulting
asymmetry can be much greater than in the case of the GUT
mechanism, and the fraction that survives in the low-tem-
perature processes can also be greater since the temperature
when the scalar particles decay may be of the order of tem-
perature of low-temperature baryon-lepton non-conserva-
tion; the latter temperature may be larger in the presence of
large baryon density (Ferrer and de la Incera [ 19 ]); it is not
excluded that В Ф-L.

The production of matter out of entropy provides en-
tirely new possibilities in constructing cosmological models.
They are effectuated, for instance, in various inflationary
scenarios, as well as in oscillatory models.

Eternally oscillating model

The BAU problem is discussed in the framework of the
evolutionary Universe. On the other hand, using the phe-
nomenon of the matter production out of entropy, one can
suggest a quasistationary oscillating model. Assumptions:

The cosmological constant is arbitrarily small and nega-
tive Л <0, £ = Л/8-trG<0,P = -e>0.
The space geometry is flat on an average, and open.
The inequality e < 0 may originate from the nonpertur-

bative mixing of degenerate vacuum states. From
(a/a) 2 = 87Г/3G(const/a2 + e), E<0 it follows that the
pulsation period is finite

FIG. 13.

Т Т

-1/2
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There is an infinite number of oases (dashed in Fig. 13),
where the conditions do not significantly differ from what
we observe!

Semieternal model

The same as before, but within a closed model (topolo-
gically 53). 1) £ may be equal to zero. The maximum radius

of the Universe in the n-th cycle (E = 0) Rn ~ Т„ ~Sn -» oo
at л -> oo , where Sn is the total entropy of the Universe at the
и-th cycle. 2 ) If e < 0, then at large n the picture is quite like
the eternal model

e < 0; Tn-* const, Rn ~ Sl

n

f3 -* oo at n -» ».

In the S3 semieternal model there exists the "origin of
the world" t = 0! In this model one can also consider the
evolution of the Universe at t < 0 by reflecting the arrow of
time in the minimum entropy point. Assume that at the time
moment t = 0 the Universe be in the false vacuum state. The
entropy is then minimum (S = 0) at this moment and grows
along both time directions. What can this formal possibility
mean from the philosophical viewpoint, I do not know. An
analogous picture, although singular at t — 0 (a~sin(kt) )
occurs in a closed model with negative space curvature. It is
assumed that for t = 0 there exists the true vacuum with
e <0. In the case of the T3 space geometry (considered by
Ya. Zel'dovich and A. Starobinski) the origin of the world is
shifted to t = — oo, the classical solution being exponential

(The same as in the S^-case, the false vacuum state is as-
sumed); then such a model may be semieternal if in true
vacuum £ < 0.

'(The English text printed here is the re-edited version of the English
translation appearing on pp. 65-80 of A. A. Friedmann: Centenary Vol-
ume, World Scientific, Singapore, 1990).

2Unfortunately I failed to find exact reference to this paper.
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